The Jews and those of global disbelief behind them, from both the West and the East and their slaves from the apostate Arab and non-Arabs, have given us a headache and for two years in what they have claimed from the Holocaust, but the General Secretary of the Islam Association (American), which is funded by the apostate as Sa’ud rulers, came out to remind us of the tragedy of the Zionists in this drama which is full of repetition even its supporters are among the disbelievers, while the Pope of the Crusader Church during his trip to Burma did not utter a word of denunciation for the massacre which its people are exposed to and which its limit even increased during his trip, and that in respect for the polytheist Buddhists who have not yet risen from the blood of our Muslim brothers, and the Muslims were exposed for decades to the worst massacres which humanity has never seen and which did not arouse the hypocritical world, in Iraq and Afghanistan and Yemen and Palestine and Kashmir and the rest of the Muslim world, and our situation is what our prophet, peace and prayer be upon him described: (The nations are about to fall upon you like the meal falls in its bowl. And he said “And from the day we were few but you are many days but you are scum like rubbish. And let Allah fill your enemy’s chests with fear of you, and has tossed weakness in your hearts, and he said “Oh messenger of Allah, what weakness? And he said “love of this world and hatred of death.”)

And today all of the Muslims follow what happens, from massacres and crimes against the impoverished in the Muslim canopy of al Ghouta, heartbreaking images, and which move the heart, and the Christian-Communist enemy and with the help of the global disbelievers did not restrain from its tyranny of women nor small children nor elderly men, bombing and exploding and destroying with all types of weapons, among them chemical weapons and cluster bombs, and we seek refuge in Allah.

The institutes and organizations and the governments are in blatant complicity and their lowest sin in a deep coma, most of what they offer is a statement of condemnation and apathy.

I hope my poetry lost all our glory even destroying our protection overtly and dirtily.
Where are the callers of liberation and where is the determination and where is the easy and where is the rugged
Their swords for the sake of the truth are sheathed and for the sake of sins and in my hands a traitor they passed away
Inattentive of Hamah and inattentive of Lebanon our blood is in its riches after it unravels
Oh Ummah of truth the wound is wide, do you see who bleeds the wounds?

And al Mustafa, prayer and peace be upon him, was truthful when he said: (If you agree on a sale and take the concession of a cow and you are pleased with the planting and you leave jihad, then Allah will give you a humiliation which cannot be taken away until you return to your religion.)
In this noble hadith, the illness and the drug for what we are in in terms of humiliation and
weakness, and a description of the disease and clarification of the treatment, and there is no treatment except for jihad: [So fight for the sake of Allah for you are not held responsible except for yourself.] Yes oh Muslim, the lion of the lion’s den has risen and who is not pleased with this world, a dn carry your head above your shoulder wishing for death as it habitat in order to please Allah and defend your religion and your Ummah.

It is incumbent upon the organisations and the institutes and the groups affiliated with Islamic work to be aware that the time has come to align the ranks and unite the efforts and coordinate the mission to respond to the disbelievers in their field, and today al Ghouta and tomorrow is Riyadh and Ribat, and the hearts of the mujahidin are open and their hands are extended to cooperate and collaborate while serving the religion and defending the impoverished and responding to the cleverness of the aggressors.

Verily each bullet is not directed to slay the enemy, and each word does not call for unity of the Muslims and inciting them to jihad, which is what he will be held accountable for on Judgement Day.

And be warned oh mujahid Muslim that it is a cause of injustice and persecution of Muslims and you are who fled to jihad to defend them and to support the impoverished among them.

And you oh mujahidin of ash Sham, forget your difference put them behind your backs, and the situation is critical, and the Ummah is watching, and be an example for it, and do not let your people in al Ghouta down, and stand as a nation and as one man and support Allah with what He supports you.

Oh Ummah of truth, what becomes after if you are killed, we have procrastinated and purchased the wines.
As for us after this humiliation we will be seeking recourse to Allah for protection
As for us the attachment of the religion has cost us our bondage as traveling people

Oh Allah support the impoverished and unite the ranks of the mujahidin and defend them end care for them and extend for them the aid from You, oh Allah conquer the arrogant and destroy the disbelievers and scatter their union and show us the wonders of your ability for them.
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